Wholodance & Dance HE Event

Event: DANCE HE Report
Website: http://dancehe.org.uk/
Date: 28th - 29th October 2016
Project: Wholodance
Partner: Coventry University
Team members: Sarah Whatley; Rosemarie Cisneros; Karen Wood
Intervention: Presentation as part of C-Dare Intangible Cultural heritage Panel

About DanceHE:
DanceHE, represents the interests of its HEI members to organisations such as the funding councils, HEFCE and HEA in areas concerning funding, policy and processes. Acting as a mediating body DanceHE facilitates collaboration and debate across institutions – drawing together teachers, practitioners and researchers to share information and best practice.
DANCE HE  Sustaining the Discipline - 28th-29th October 2016.

• Debating dance scholarship and research at a time when arts knowledge and engagement face precarious economic futures.

• Taking Sustainability as our central theme and we invite you to explore the value and further progress of dance as a social, cultural asset and route to individual identity.